This paper considers the problem of designing a minimum cost network meeting a given set of tra c requirements between n sites, using one type of channels of a given capacity, with varying set-up costs for di erent vertex pairs (comprised of a xed part plus a part dependent on the pair). An approximation algorithm is proposed for this problem, guaranteeing a solution whose cost is greater than the optimum by a factor of at most O(log n) (or constant in the Euclidean case). The algorithm is based on the use of a light-weight distance-preserving spanner.
Introduction
The network design problem has been intensively studied at least since the 70's KC74, BF77, GFCE74] . A number of heuristics have been developed for it, and various solutions were given for speci c cases of the problem, or for speci c subproblems (see K93] and the references therein). The goal of the current note is to give a simple approximation algorithm for the general problem.
The minimum cost network design (MCND) problem can be formalized as follows. There are n sites, forming the vertex set of the network, V = f1; : : : ; ng. The tra c requirements among vertex pairs are speci ed by an n n requirement matrix R = (r i;j ), where r i;j is the amount of tra c required to be transmitted between vertices i and j. We are required to design a network connecting these sites, by specifying which vertex pairs are to be connected by links, and what capacity should each of these links possess. These capacities should be large enough to enable the network to handle all the tra c requirements that exist in the network. Notice that a solution to the problem can be completely characterized by specifying, for each pair of vertices i and j, the routes along which the tra c r i;j will be transmitted. Our model allows tra c to be split along several routes, but our solution does not take advantage of this assumption, and speci es a single route i;j for each vertex pair i; j. The collection of routes for all vertex pairs is denoted^ . Fixing the routes determines exactly how much tra c will be transmitted over each edge of the network. Speci cally, given a route collection^ and an edge e = (i; j), let Q(e) denote the collection of vertex pairs whose route goes through e, Q(e) = f(i; j) j e occurs on i;j g, and de ne the load induced by^ on e as q e = P (i;j)2Q(e) r i;j : Clearly, in order for our link assignment to be feasible, each edge e must have at least q e capacity.
In practice, the network designer can choose a link capacity from among a pre-xed, limited set of available bandwidths; intermediate capacities are not available. The model adopted in this paper assumes that capacity is available in whole units, i.e., there is a basic unit of capacity, and the links available to us have an integral number of capacity units. Hence a feasible solution must assign to each edge e at least dq e e capacity units.
Our model makes the assumption that the cost associated with placing a link between the vertices i and j is composed of two components. The rst is a xed initial price F associated with setting the link, representing the initial set-up cost and the overhead incurred by the endpoints. The second cost component is dependent on the capacity required for the link. This component is speci ed by an n n matrix P = (p i;j ), where p i;j is the price factor for the link connecting i and j per capacity unit. This factor is typically proportional to the distance between the sites i and j. This is a fair approximation of the pricing of links in practice.
We also make the reasonable assumption that the costs of P obey the triangle inequality, i.e., it is always cheaper to ship one unit of capacity over a direct edge than over an alternative route composed of a number of hops. (In practice, this will normally be the case, since the direct edge can be built along the cheapest route, even when this route goes physically through other vertices.)
In summary, the total cost incurred by a given choice of route collection^ , denoted C(^ ), is as follows. Let E 0 denote the set of edges utilized by these routes, i.e., E 0 = fe j Q(e) 6 = ;g:
Our problem is to nd a route assignment that minimizes this cost. While our abstraction captures many essential elements of the network design problem, it should be realized that it does not capture the full complexity of the problem in practice. In particular, issues such as minimum connectivity or network diameter are not handled in our solution.
We show that the MCND problem is NP-hard to approximate within a factor less than c log n, for some constant c > 0. Consequently, we focus on nding approximate solutions for the problem. Let C denote the optimal possible cost, given the matrices R, P and the constant F. Given an algorithm A for the problem, let C A denote the cost of the solution generated by this algorithm. Then A is an approximation algorithm with approximation ratio if for every input (R; P; F), the solution provided by the algorithm satis es C A C . We give a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the problem, with approximation ratio O(log n). This is the best possible, up to a constant, unless P=NP.
For the special case where the network vertices are located in the two-dimensional plane, and the price matrix P represents Euclidean distances (i.e., p i;j is proportional to the Euclidean distance between i and j), the approximation factor of our algorithm can be improved to a small constant. Numerous variants of the network design problem were studied in the literature over the last three decades. Some of those variants are rather close to our problem. Among those are the survivable or kconnected network problem, cf. S92] and Chapters 4 and 6 of H95], and the maximum multicommodity ow or maximum concurrent ow problems, cf. Chapter 5 of H95]. In a number of cases, variants of the aforementioned problems have been given logarithmic ratio approximation algorithms. We are unaware, however, of previous results directly applicable to our problem. Moreover, the techniques used for tackling those problems are entirely di erent from ours.
Preliminaries
For the solution, we need the following concepts. Consider a weighted n-vertex graph G = (V; E; !), where ! : E 7 ! R + is a weight function assigning an arbitrary positive weight to each of the edges. For any subgraph G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ; !) of G, let !(G 0 ) denote the total weight of G 0 , i.e., !(G 0 ) = P e2E 0 !(e). The minimum-weight spanning tree, or MST of G is a spanning tree T M minimizing !(T M ).
For any subgraph G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ; !) of G, we let dist G 0 (u; v) be the weighted distance from u to v in G 0 , i.e., the minimum of !(p) over all paths p from u to v in G 0 . For a spanning subgraph G 0 = (V; E 0 ; !), let Stretch(G 0 ) = max v;u2V fdist G 0 (u; v)=dist G (u; v)g: The subgraph G 0 is said to be a -spanner for G if Stretch(G 0 ) .
Spanners have been studied in a number of papers, motivated by applications in diverse contexts such as distributed systems, communication networks, robotics and computational geometry (cf. PU89, PS89, ADDJS93, ABP91, CDNS92]). The spanners we use for our present purposes are the low-stretch, sparse, light-weight spanners constructed by the simple greedy algorithm of ADDJS93, CDNS92]. Alternatively, one can employ the spanner construction algorithm of ABP91].
In case the variance in link prices in the matrix P is not extremely large (speci cally, as long as the ratio between the largest and smallest price is bounded by a polynomial in n), that algorithm yields comparable spanners to those of ADDJS93], and it has the additional advantage of having an e cient distributed implementation (whereas the algorithm of ADDJS93] is inherently sequential).
The greedy algorithm of ADDJS93] is a generalization of Kruskal's algorithm for building a minimum spanning tree. It takes as input a weighted graph G = (V; E; !), and a parameter > 1, and constructs a -spanner G 0 = (V; E 0 ) as follows. The algorithm rst sets E 0 ;, and sorts the edges of E in nondecreasing order of weights, E = fe 1 ; : : : ; e m g. It then examines the edges one by one in that order. For each edge e i = (u; v), it checks to see whether dist G 0 (u; v)
!(e i ), where G 0 = (V; E 0 ). If so, then it discards e i . Otherwise, it adds e i to E 0 . In the end, the algorithm outputs G 0 = (V; E 0 ).
We rely on the following theorem, implied as a corollary of Theorem 1.1 in CDNS92]. (The size bound is not mentioned explicitly in CDNS92], but can be derived from their analysis.) Theorem 2.1 CDNS92] For every n-vertex weighted graph G, the greedy algorithm (with parameter = log n) constructs a spanner G 0 for G with the following properties: (1) Stretch(G 0 ) log n, 3 The network design approximation algorithm Let V R be the set of client vertices of R, namely, the vertices with some nonzero requirements, V R = fi j 9j r i;j > 0g. Similarly, let E R = f(i; j) j r i;j > 0g. Let G R denote the graph of nonzero requirements of R (namely, G R = (V R ; E R )). Throughout this section we assume that G R is connected. In the next section we outline how this assumption can be discarded.
We use the greedy spanner algorithm of ADDJS93] to solve our network design problem as follows.
The network design algorithm 1. Given the price matrix P, construct a log n-spanner G 0 for the graph (V; V V; !) based on the weight function ! i;j = p i;j as in Theorem 2.1. 2. For every vertex pair i; j, set i;j to be some shortest path connecting i and j in the spanner G 0 (where again, distances are measured with respect to the weight function ! = P).
As discussed above, specifying the routes completely characterizes the solution, i.e., the required link capacities and their total cost. It is also quite straightforward to verify that the algorithm runs in time polynomial in n. It remains to analyze the quality of the constructed solution, and compare it with the optimal one. For doing so, it is useful to rst obtain some bounds on the cost of the optimal solution itself. We will rely on the following two straightforward bounds.
Lemma 3.1 The cost C of the optimal solution for the problem is bounded below as follows:
(a) C !(MST) + F (n ? 1), where !(MST) denotes the weight of the minimum-weight spanning tree for the graph.
(b) C P 1 i;j n r i;j p i;j + F (n ? 1). Proof: The rst claim follows from the fact that the network must be connected, since by our assumption G R is connected. Consequently, it should contain (at least) some spanning tree of the graph. The second claim follows from the fact that even if we manage to satisfy the requirements exactly and waste nothing, we still must pay, for each requirement r i;j , at least the minimal price factor (namely p i;j , by the triangle inequality). Put together, we have that B O(n) F + O(log n) !(MST). By part (a) of Lemma 3.1 it follows that B O(log n) C . Combining these two bounds, we get that C(^ ) = A + B O(log n) C ; establishing the desired bound.
For the Euclidean case, in which the sites are situated on the two-dimensional plane, and the price matrix P is dependent on the distances, we have a better solution, based on the existence of stronger spanners, as stated in Theorem 2.2. Speci cally, the same algorithm as in the general case, only using the special construction for the Euclidean case, yields an improved result of constant approximation ratio.
Theorem 3.3 In the Euclidean case, the network design algorithm constructs a route collection^ whose cost satis es C(^ ) O(1) C .
Discarding the connectivity assumption
The solution given in the previous section relies on the assumption that the graph G R = (V; E R )
induced by the nonzero requirements of R is connected. Let us now outline the modi cations necessary in order to solve the problem without this assumption. Note that it may not su ce to handle each connected component of G R separately, since an integrated solution, possibly using edges between di erent connected components, may potentially have lower cost. Consider the generalized Steiner tree problem, introduced in AKR91]. Given a vertex set V = f1; : : : ; ng and a set of pairs Q V V , a Steiner forest for Q is a forest H on V with the property that for every pair (i; j) 2 Q, there exists a tree T 2 H containing both i and j. Given also a complete weight matrix ! on V , the generalized Steiner tree problem calls for nding the lightest Steiner forest for Q. This problem is given a 2-approximation in AKR91]. To approximate our network design problem, we do the following.
The modi ed algorithm 1. Apply the 2-approximation algorithm of AKR91] to the instance at hand, taking ! = P and Q = E R , and obtain a light Steiner forest H = fT 1 ; : : : ; T h g for Q. 2. For each tree T`2 H, let V`= V (T`) and let P`be the restriction of P to V`.
3. For every tree T`separately, apply the algorithm of the previous section on the subgraph G`= (V`; V` V`; P`).
Note that for every client vertex i there is a unique`such that all the routes involving i occur inside the spanner generated for G`. Hence the resulting network provides a feasible solution for the entire problem.
For analyzing the approximation ratio, let us rst consider the cost of the optimal solution. Let Proof: The rst claim follows from the fact that the optimal solution must connect all the pairs of Q, and H represents the lightest way of doing so. The second claim holds since the network edges must touch every client vertex of V R , and each edge touches two vertices. The third claim follows as in Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 4.2 The network design algorithm constructs a route collection^ whose cost satis es C(^ ) O(log n) C .
Proof: For each G`, let n`= jV`j and let `d enote the number of client vertices in G`, i.e., `= jV`\V R j.
Also, let E 0 denote the set of edges in the spanner constructed for G`, and letẼ`denote the set of edges utilized by the routes over G`. LetẼ = `Ẽ`.
Note that due to the triangle inequality, the tree T`does not contain any Steiner (non-client) vertex of degree 1 or 2, and therefore n` 2 `. Hence overall P`n` 2 P` `= 2m. It follows by Thm. 2.1 that
(1) Note that for each component V`, T`is the MST for the subgraph (V`; V` V`; P`). Also, by Thm. 2.1 again, !(Ẽ`) = O(!(T`)). Therefore, since H is a 2-approximate solution for the generalized Steiner tree problem, we have
(2) The rest of the proof follows as in the proof of Thm 3.2, analyzing the cost components A and B separately over each subgraph G`, and relying on the above (1) and (2) to bound A and B.
Similarly, for the Euclidean case we have Theorem 4.3 In the Euclidean case, the network design algorithm constructs a route collection^ whose cost satis es C(^ ) O(1) C .
Hardness
We conclude by pointing out that unless P=NP, there is no polynomial-time algorithm for approximating the problem with ratio better than c log n for some constant c > 0. This follows from a trivial reduction from the set cover problem, described next.
Given an instance hU; Si of the set cover problem, where U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g is the n-element universe and S = fS 1 ; : : : ; S m g is the collection of sets, construct an instance of the network design problem as follows.
Let the vertex set contain n + m + 1 vertices V = f0; 1; : : : ; n + mg. Intuitively, vertices 1; : : : ; n represent the elements of U and vertices n+1; : : : ; n+m stand for the sets of S. The tra c requirements are r 0;i = 1=n for 1 i n, and r i;j = 0 elsewhere. The initial price is set to F = 0, and the capacity price factors are set to be p 0;n+j = 1 for 1 j m, p i;n+j = 0 for every pair 1 i n and 1 j m such that u i 2 S j , and p i;j = 1 elsewhere. It is easy to verify that to avoid in nite cost, it is necessary to route tra c from vertex 0 to each vertex 1 i n via some vertex n + 1 j n + m such that S j contains u i . Hence for any feasible solution^ for this instance of the problem, the cost C(^ ) is precisely the size of the set J(^ ) of vertices in the range n + 1 j n + m occurring on some route from 0 to 1 i n. Moreover, the solution^ is feasible i the sets corresponding to the vertices of J(^ ) form a cover for U (whose cost is clearly C(^ ) as well). Hence an approximation algorithm with ratio for the network design problem yields an algorithm for the set cover problem with the same ratio.
It follows from LY94, F96, RS97] that there exists a constant c < 1 such that the network design problem admits no c ln n-ratio approximation, unless P = NP.
